CRYSTAL BOXES: MACKIMMIE BLOCK & TOWER REDEVELOPMENT AT UCALGARY

Double-skin facades are used to achieve deep energy savings in two buildings at the University of Calgary—one retrofit, and one new, writes Dr. Graham Livesey.
SHIFTING GROUNDS | FEB. 15
What is the role of architects in the creation of contemporary public architecture? Stephan Chevalier and Sergio Morales from leading Canadian architecture firm, Chevalier Morales, will dive into this question on the next Design Matters on **Feb. 15.**

Just SAPL _ EDIA by Design +
STUDIO CRAWL | Feb. 9
The Stantec Gallery Open House on Feb. 9, featuring Just SAPL_EDIA by Design, is an exhibition showcasing 2022 EDIA engagement through course content, workshops, outreach events and student research. The evening will also feature a studio crawl on the third floor of the PF building.

Save Your Spot

Register Now
DONATION TO UCALGARY AIMS TO INCREASE ABORIGINAL PRESENCE IN DESIGN-BASED CAREERS

The gift is to be used for the school-initiated Indigenous Pathways Program to increase Indigenous presence in design and architecture careers.

CANADA TODAY  THE GAUNTLET
COMMUNITY AND CAMPUS COLLIDE IN NEW SOCIAL INNOVATION HUB
The Hub will support researchers, social entrepreneurs and community partners to drive innovative solutions to our most complex societal challenges. UTODAY

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Hey SAPL Faculty and Sessionals!

SAPL’s Mar-Comm team wants to offer an easy and smooth way to show the world what you, your students, your research assistants, and your colleagues are up to. As such, we are providing you with a user-friendly folder system to which you can upload content on a regular and ongoing basis. If you are a faculty member, please find it here. If you are a sessional instructor, you can see it over here. If you have any issues, don’t hesitate to reach out at marcomm@sapl.ucalgary.ca

WATER SUSTAINABILITY SURVEY
Are you interested in water sustainability at UCalgary and in a chance to win a $75 Gift Card? Participate in this survey to share your thoughts on water sustainability at the UCalgary campus and play your part to help make our campus more water sustainable.

2023-2024 CANADA-CARICOM Faculty Leadership Program
Global Affairs Canada (GAC) has launched the 2023 -2024 Canada-CARICOM Faculty Leadership Program and is inviting applications. This program provides professional development opportunities for faculty wishing to upgrade their knowledge and skills in Canada, and for international managers/administrators who are responsible for promoting student mobility between their home country/territory and Canada.

STUDENT ENERGY CAREER TRAINING PROGRAM
Student Energy invites students to apply to a new program and direct-to-youth funding model that breaks down traditional barriers to clean energy entrepreneurship and clean energy project development. LEARN MORE
ULTRA JOURNAL SUBMISSIONS ARE OPEN
The theme for ULTRA this year is Voices; within, amongst, lost. ULTRA wants to explore the ways students bring their voices to bear on their work, along three dimensions: practical, critical, and experiential. **Submissions are open until Feb. 26.** Late submissions will not be accepted. For the submission process, reach out to the ULTRA team via email or Instagram. All information is also available on the ULTRA Journal website.

ARCHITECTURE SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITY
The Royal Architectural Institute of Canada is accepting submissions until **April 14** for its 2023 Scholarships and Bursaries. [APPLY NOW](#)

PLAYFUL HIGHER EDUCATION AT OPEN EDUCATION TALKS
SAPL Researcher Sandra Abegglen and Samara Schneider (MArch) will present their most recent work on **Playful Hybrid Higher Education** at the Open Education Talks in March. [REGISTER FOR FREE](#)
WEBSITE UPDATES?

Let us know what needs our attention. Send a detailed note to marcomm@sapl.ucalgary.ca explaining the problem, and please provide the content to be uploaded, updated, or that is simply missing.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

HIRING: ACCESSIBILITY STRATEGIST

Level Playing Field is hiring a full-time accessibility strategist to work with their Operations Manager and Team.

HIRING: STUDENT INSTRUCTORS

UCalgary's Design Camp is currently seeking Instructors for the upcoming camp season.

DESIGN BYTES
MEET RANDAL O’TOOLE
Inside The Mind of Urbanism's Biggest Critic.

DISCOVER GENOA
An example of how to rethink cultural heritage and urban sustainability.
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